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Study: Calif,
drug offenders
skip out on
treatment

W H A T IS

T im othy Jue
mi I ,MIIOkNIA A(.(;il (Ur-DAVIS)
N fCK CAM ACHO MUSI a n i ;

Statistics tVoin a state-t'uiuicd
University ot Calitbniia at Los
Angeles study show that nearly halfot
( lalitornia’s drug otleiulers who opted
tor community-based rehabilitation
programs in lieu ot jail time never
completed their treatment, and over
2.S percent of otleiulers did not show
up on their first day.
In 2<MMI, voters p.issed Proposition
3(), an initiative that gives nonviolent
drug users an opportunits' to stop
using narcotics through local driigtreatment progr.uiis before they face
incarceration. Hvery year since, a
comprehensive study analyzing
Proposition 3t) h.is been conducted
by UCl A assessing the etlicacy of the
pnigram.
1he most recent study, rele.ised in
2<Mi(). .ilso showed that the pmgrani
saved the state S2.50 tiir every SI
spent because otleiulers w ho success
fully completed the rehabilitation
process st.iyed out of the state's overcrowded prison system and couiitv'
jails.
Critics of I’mposition. 3i>, includ
ing (¡ov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, s.iid
the high number of otleiulers who
skipped out on treatment brought the
program’s success rate into c|uestion.
“The big problem is there’s a Kxiphtile whea- otlenders can opt to never
show up for ta-atment,” s.iid Sabrina
Lsukheart, spokesperson for the gov
ernor. “In order to meet the voters’
intentions that nonviolent otfenders
successfully complete ta*atnient, the
governor believes that it’s appaipriate
to have a number of tools to ensure
see Offenders, page 3
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In addition to the City Deli, The
Avenue added City Subs to make
more sandwich options available.

At least once during
Though a FaimCSS
board when the only
college, students get a
r>
i •
*i
f
evidence he had was
j they
.
rteel1 they
1
Board IS available ror ^ thrown
,
grade
aw.iy once ,he
don’t deserve.
S tU O e iltS tO Q lS p U te their
returned
from
While most sigh and grades, f e W k ilO W about active duty in Baghdad.'
look forward to the
j fewer have their
ne.xt quarter, few know
,
,
his case to his professor,
that they can actually do
C aseS t i e a r u .
department head,
something about it.
Student Affairs, the
T heCal
Poly
Jackie Pugh
Disability
R esource
Fairness Board works to
C.enter, the Fairness
protect the rights of
Board, the vice provost
students in grade disputes with professors, and the provost in 2(M)3, and none could
The 10-member board is comprised of a give him the fairness he sought,
tenured or tenure-track ficulty member
“ I had a problem with a professor
from each college and two Associated because I felt he was grading unfairly, but
Students Inc. appointed student represen- my situation w-as kind o f unique because I
tatives. It deals with grade appeals by dis- was going to the DRC and everyone else
cussing written e.xplanations or by having kept referring me back to the DRCk"
a hearing where both the student and pro- Lewis said.
lessor settle a dispute through due process.
Lewis started the process of going to difThe board, established in IW L hears ferent outlets on campus two quarters
cases based on students' complaints that an before he actually went to the Fairness
inxtructor has made a mistake, shown bad Board m Jainiary 2(M*3. He was activated a
faith or incompetence, or been nntair.
week Liter m the guard and had to go to
"If a student gets a grade the\ think is Baglul.ul tor .t sear,
unfair from the professor .md they haven t
"Bv the time I got back, the professor,
received a satisfactory outcome from the knowing I h.ul .i griev.mce with him. had
professor or department, thev discuss it throw n the fin.ils aw.iy." Lew is said,
reinedv."" said I airness
an ness
vwith
v ith Us to find a reinedv.
" I got friistr.ited ,md gave up. " he added.
Bo.ml chair Cireg Bohr.
"1 here's no oversight, it's like a fox vv.itchBoard
Y et.oneC al I’oly electrical eiigmeering mg a chicken coup ... everything was
student had a different experience with the
.sec Fairness, page 2

The Avenue
adds mone
sandwich
alternatives
Angel Pacheco
M l SIA M . DAIIY

City Subs, a new sandwich win
dow III Lhe Avenue that specializes in
fresh submarine sandwiches, opened
for the first time Monday.
Located next to the City Deli
sandwich wiiulow. the addition offers
students 4-inch, S-inch and foot-long
sandwiches for S3.f)S, SS.C.S and
respectively. CYistomers design
their sandvvichc“s from a selection of
meats, cheeses, condiments and
Fa'iich ba-ad — including white,
wheat and herb.
C:ity Subs’ kc*y fcatua* is that it uses
baxid that is baked daily rather than
pa*p.»ckaged baxad used by City' Deli
and Sandwich Factory, said Mike
Thornton, assistant director to
CLimpus Dining and designer of City
Subs. Also, ordering is done verbally
without filling out forms, which
makes it easier, he added.
C^n its opening diy, Cary Subs had
see Subs, page 3

SLO Transit extends bus hours, more extensions expected for fall
Devan M cClaine
SENIOR STAEr WRITEK

On Monday, San Luis
Obispo Public Works depart
ment began the extension of
the SLO Transit evening bus
Txiute.
Prior to the extension, route
4, which runs from C'-al Poly to
downtown, Los C^sos Valley
Road and back, stopped at
6:04 p.m. The route will now
make its final stop at Los Osos
Valley Road and Laguna Village
at 8:44 p.m. The final pickup at
C:al Poly will be at 8:10 p.m.

The extension is the result of
a collaborative effort that began
in the fall between Cal Poly,
Associated Students Inc. and the
city of San Luis Obispo.
The extension was one of
the platforms of ASl President
Todd Maki’s campaign last year.
As chair of a transportation
committee, Maki conducted a
ride-along survey last year and
determined that later service
was
the
overwhelming
improvement demanded by
riders.
The extension comes on top

of the expansion of the No. 5
evening riiute in January. Route
5 runs from C3al Poly to the
Madonna shopping center,
downtown and back. Maki said
both routes (4 and 5), have been
extended at no extra cost to Cal
Poly, a gesture which Maki said
the city performed “out of
goodwill.”
“(The extension) was a cam
paign promise and has been a
high priority, the city has been
really helpful in getting this
done,” Maki said.
see Bus, page 13
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Local briefe
SAN LUIS O BISPO — A 19-ycar-old
man was treated for head and neck injuries
after falling off of a roof and becoming
unconcious on Wednesday morning, police
said.
Daniel Wright-Miller of San Luis Obispo
had climbed onto the roof of Health Plus
Pharmacy in the University Square Shopping
Center on Foothill Boulevard and fell 13 feet
onto the pavement at about 4 a.m., a San Luis
Obispo Police Department press release said.
His roommate, a Cal Poly student, told
police they both were heavily intoxicated and
had decided to go for a walk. Police said
Wright-Miller was stabilized by paramedics
and taken to Sierra Vista Hospital. Meanwhile,
Health Plus Pharmacy owner Dana Nelson
said she would not press charges on WrightMiller for trespassing.
• • •
CAL POLY — A graduate student from
the College of Education received the annual
Outstanding Graduate Student Award from
the American College Personnel Association s
Commission for Student Involvement.
Heather Iwata, a student in the counseling
and guidance program, received the award
that is given to graduate students who make a
significant impact on campus through specific
initiatives or on a daily basis.
Iwata has a strong presence in Cal Poly’s
greek life as a co-advisor, and she also holds
the position of graduate assistant to Greek Life
and Orientation programs.
A ceremony to present the award was held
at the annual American College Personnel
Association conference in Orlando, Fla., earli
er this week.
— C.ompiled by the Mustani> Daily staff
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Fairness
continuedfrom page I
wrong; it was just horrible.”
The only person to side with Lewis was
an electrical engineering professor.
“(The board) turned the case down
because the test didn’t exist ... all you’d
need to do is throw' the test away,” the pro
fessor said on grounds of anonymity, allud
ing to how ironically unfair he believed
the board to be.
The source said he brought his own
senior project to the board in the ’SOs and
never went to a formal hearing.
“The rules were too open to confront
and the burden of proof was on the stu
dent ... so 1 was wondering, what cases do
they take?” the professor said.
“The first approach would be to come
to me and have a conversation,” Bohr said.
“I’d give them some advice on whether or
not they have a valid appeal for us. They
would then provide a written letter of
complaint and I’d distribute that to the
board and we’d meet to decide if a hearing
is needed.”
Hearings are decided upon when the
board believes that a grade change is like
ly. Then a request is made to the provost of
Cal Poly, who can decide whether a grade
change will be made.
An appeal has to be made with evi
dence; a student brings in the test or pro
ject in question. Bohr said past appeals
involved a professor’s syllabus or Scantron
discrepancies.
Appeals should be made within the
quarter after the grade was assigned so that
professors have the evidence on file. But
the board has accepted complaints up to a
year after.

From the 1991-92 academic year until
2()05-()6, records show that there were 133
total cases and 59 actual hearings.
“It breaks down by year after that, but
there really is no pattern,” said Gladys
Gregory administrative assistant for the
Academic Senate.
“In 2(K)2-2(M)3 there were seven letters
and six hearings, and in 2()03-2(K)4 there
were 24 cases and 16 hearings,” she said. “But
there were also years where there was noth
ing ... m 1999-2(MM) there were zero cases.”
The cases that didn’t go to a hearing were
resolved at different levels or were deemed
insufficient to have a hearing.
This past year, the board was able to resolve
the three cases brought to them without
going to a hearing.
Chris Parker-Kennedy of the DRC is a
new member on the Fairness Board who sat
in on an appeal last spring.
“It ended up being something we just met
up on, just one time, and we came up with a
temporary solution,” Parker-Kennedy said.
“There weren’t really grounds for an appeal
and the head of the committee ended up
making a decision.”
While the board has not called in both
sides of the dispute since she has been a
member, Parker-Kennedy said she under
stands that the board is fair and it considers all
sides.
However, when questioned about the lack
of cases brought to the board, her response
turned to the other outlets students have on
campus.
“My guess would be that since we have a
dean of students now, students feel they can
go there to be heard,” Parker-Kennedy said.
“In referring students, I tell them that the
people that work in that office are student
friendly and they advocate for students. 1
always say if you want more immediate, more

informal resolutions, go the dean of stu
dents.”
But, by no means does the dean of students
replace the Fairness Board.The small number
of cases brought to the board out of the
approximate 18,()(K) students that attend Cal
Poly, is most likely due to a lack of knowledge
that such a committee exists.
Bohr said that the cases come in bits of
randomness and also by the way that students
hear about the board.
“(Students) aren’t going to know to come
to us, but we are working on changing that
through the Academic Senate to spread the
word through departments and faculty,” Bohr
said.
The board is also working on making the
process easier for students. While the board
has to assume that the professor is correct, as
stated in the description of the Fairness Board
and its procedures, it is trying to communi
cate directly with students in a more efficient
manner.
“What happens sometimes when a case is
resolved informally, there are a couple of
avenues where (the student) talks to the dean
of students and other members of the acade
mic senate,” Bohr said. “We are trying to
streamline the process so that they don’t get
bounced around.”
Cal Poly’s Fairness Board, while actively
trying to assists students for the past 38 years,
has seen six revisions to its description and
procedures document since 1973. Records
are now kept classified and the committee is
still largely unknown.
The question remains; do students feel
comfortable going to a board of mosdy fac
ulty members? Do students feel like they
even have a chance if they are “guilty until
proven innocent”? Regardless, the board is
there for those willing to fight for a grade.
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Subs
continuedfrom page 1
enough bread to make 150 to 200
sandwiches, and was sold out by 2
p.ni., said Thornton, who worked the
window Monday.
“We have had a pretty steady
stream of people,” said Kathy
Jermaine, an animal science junior
and ('ampus Dining employee.
The reaction to ('ity Subs has been
positive, but the sandwiches are simi
lar to what was already available on
campus,Jermaine said.
“ People like the bread, that’s pretty
much the only dilLerence,” she said.
Kay Truman, business sophomore
and C’ampus Dining employee,
echoed Jermaine’s sentiments.
“It’s pretty good. It’s not a whole
lot dilTerent than what you can get at
(Cuty Deli),”Truman said.
One advantage the new sandwich
es have is that they are not sold in just
“one standard size,” physics freshman
Kyle Reynolds said. The smaller sizes
are helpful because they can be eaten
with a salad.
The decision to open another
sandwich window was intluenced by
surveys conducted by ('al Poly and
marketing firms, Thornton said. The
surveys found that students were
interested in having sandwich eateries
similar to Subway and Quiznos.
“It’s a test to determine what peo
ple want on the campus,” Thornton
said.
If Cuty Subs is successful, it may
switch locations with Caty Deli, as
(jty' Subs is currently limited in its
condiment and vegetable selection
due to the window’s size, Thornton
said.
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Offenders
continuedfrom page I
that treatment is completed.”
Among those tools the governor
is exploring is incarcerating drug
otTenders who do not attend their
rehabilitation.
In 2006. Schwarzenegger want
ed judges to issue brief jail sen
tences to drug users who failed to
enter prescribed treatment. The
state legislature also passed a law
allowing judges to imprison repeat
drug otTenders for up to 30 days
and remove them from rehab.
Recently, Schwarzenegger pro
posed cutting funding for the pro. gram, which has cost taxpayers
$600 million to date.
Supporters of ¡Proposition 36
have said they are not pleased with
the governor’s proposals. They say a
lack o f funding and neglect of rec
ommendations issued by UCTA
researchers working on the study,
such as better supervision of drug
users, has hampered the drug-treat
ment program from its intended
full ert'ect.
“We need to make sure it’s pos
sible for drug users to overcome
the b a rrie rs 'to get treatment,”
Margaret Dooley of the Drug
Policy Alliance said, speaking on
behalf o f Proposition 36’s authors.
“It’s not easy for a drug user to
walk out of court and just show up
in treatment. We’re asking a lot of a
person who’s not psychologically
possible to do such a thing.”
D ooley said imprisoning more
drug offenders instead o f placing
them into community-based drugtreatment programs will only exac
erbate overcrowding in prisons and
Jails.

Add to your

CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB
membership during April
and you'll be eligible to win one o fte n

$ 5 0 scholarships
If you spend money on campus, save
yourself the hassle of cash and checks
by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's
already encoded on your PolyCard. For
more information or to add value, check

w w w .calpolycorporation.org/express

Everyon® adding value to their membership April 1 - 30, whether via the web
site, in person,
or at an Express Station is automatically
n. by mail, telephone
telepi
entered in the drawing Winner will be contacted by email or telephone.
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B rie fs
State
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— The lawyer and parents of
American-born I'aliban soldier
|ohn Walker l.indh asked
President Bush on Wednesday to
commute his 2(l-year prison
term, citing the case of an
Australian man who w.is sentenced to less than a year for aiding terrorism.
Lindh, 2f), was captured in
Afghanistan in November 2001
by American forces sent to toppie the Taliban after the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks. He was charged
with
conspiring
to
kill
Americans and support terrorists
but pleaded guilty to lesser
offenses, including carrying
weapons against U.S. forces.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
|ohn Amaechi, the first NBA
player to publicly come out of
the closet, will be the grand
marshal for a gay pride festival in
West Hollvwood this summer.
Amaechi, a former CTrlando
Magic pkiyer who is now retired
from basketball, recentlv released
1 a book called “ Man in the
' Middle." which chronicles hi-1 life as a gav ni.m.
.ire inspired b\ . \m.ieehfs
: e-Hir.lC '
.md
. 'M; 1. ie-I’ ..
Desju;. p ‘rwin b ri-.’. iu ^'pened
himse!t up fe,
-s-.rld
showed hi autheiitK .eh ” ..lid
; Ivodiiey
Scou. president of
i C hristopher Street West, .m
org.ini/.ition that advocates for
the lesbian, g.iy. bisexual ’ and
tr.iiisgender community.
rhe
organization
said
.Am.iechi was selected because
he showed courage and conviction despite personal risk.
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DAMASCUS, Syria (AP)
W A SH IN G TO N (AP) —
— House- Spc.tkcr Nancy I’closi
Two soldiers killed in Iraq in
cliallcngcd the White House on
February may have died as a
Middle East policy Wednesday,
result of friendly fire. Army offimeeting with Syria’s leader and
cials said Wednesday.
insisting "the road to 1)aniascus
The Army said it is investiis a road to peace.”
gating the deaths of Bvt.
That brought a sharp attack
Matthew
Zeinier,
18, of
from the Bush administration,
Glendive, Mont., and Spc. Alan
which has rejected direct talks
E. McBeek, 20, ofTucson, Ariz.,
with Damascus until its changes
who were killed in Ramadi, in
its ways.
western Iraq, on Feb. 2. The
“Unfortunately that road is
families of the two soldiers were
lined with the victims of' Hamas
initially told they were killed by
and Hezbollah, the victims of'
enemy fire.
terrorists who cross from Syria
• • •
into
Irat],” said
Gordon
SYLVANIA, Ala. (AP) — A
Johndroe, a spokesman for
woman used a horse to ram a
President
Bush’s
National
police car during a midnight
Security C'ouncil. “ It’s unfortu
ride through town and was
nate that she took this unilateral
charged with driving under the
trip which we only see as coun
influence, police said.
terproductive.”
DUl charges can apply even
• • •
if the vehicle has four legs
MUNDA, Solom on Islands
instead of wheels. Chief Brad
(AP) — 1)iarrhea has broken
Gregg said Tuesd,iy.
out among children huddled in
Bolice in the northeast
camps of' tsunami survivors in
Alabama town received a call
the Solomon Islands, a Ked
around midnight Saturd.iy
Ooss ofTicial said Wednesday _
about someone ridfiig a horse
the first worrying sign that
on a street, Gregg said.
thousands of petiple who lost
"«',irs were passing b\ iias ing
their homes m the waves niav be
1 to .p-oid It. .md .liniost hitting , . ■ir risk ot disease.
; the i-eirse.'' h ■s.iio,
'
bitern.Kion.ii eid wa- si-ns
Ap
o;e^ ■
im- .'e ,1 I parth u
bs e:' ^orl -1 o; e.^: .
f.
1.1rb- '■ i i; .• h.;u!.- !h! t- i■ .t
; .;1K' trieo p • ;op IP/;. : ireee
= i l / > - 111 t i e w e s t e i l - n e , | , ) m o u s .
;
,\r
le.ist
‘ ( MMt people s p - ' i i t a
. A r t e ; - r.miiiimg t h e ]'.'I k
. ai
third unsheltered night on .i hill
! w i t h the h o r s e and riding away.
side ne.ir Gi/o following
York tried to jump oft but
.Monday's e.irtluju.ike and ocean
caught her Unit in a stirrup.
surge.
Gregg said. Fhe officer took her
A New Zealand military
tr.msport plane unlo.ided an ,iid
into custody and found she had
p.u kage of t.irps. water and food
crystal iiierhaiiiphetammc. a
rations in the town of .Mund.i
sin.ill amount of marijuana, pills
late luesdav.
and a small pipe, the chief said.
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Bush says he knows nation is
weary o f w ar in California speech
the enemy we face, which hardens
my resolve to protect the American
people,” Bush said. “People who do
that are not — it’s not a civil war, it
is pure evil. And I believe we have an
obligation to protect ourselves from
that evil.”
Bush then left the Moj,ive Desert
for the upscale Brentwood section of
Los Angeles. There, at the home of
friend Brad Freeman, he hoped to
raise $2.2
million
for the
Republican National C'ommittee
before flying to his family ranch in
Oawford, Texas.
Back in Washington, Defense
Secretary Robert Gates said con
gressional proposals to provide war
funding only for certain missions
could cause more bloodshed in Iraq.
Senate M.\jority Leader Harry
Reid last week said he would pro
pose legislation to cut off funds for
combat operations, and provide
money for only three missions: tar
geted counterterrorism operations,
training and equipping the Iraqi
security forces, and to provide secu
rity for U.S. personnel and infra
structure.
But (lates said that ct)uld puil
troops from Baghdad neighbor
hoods, which have been the focus of
the latest military buildup in Iraq.
“If we abandon some of these
areas and withdraw into the coun
tryside or whatever to do these tar
geted missions, that you could h.ive a
fairly significant ethnic cleansing
inside Baghdad or in Iraq nuire
broadly,” (iates said in a radio inter
view Wediiesd.iy with ct)iiservative
talk show host Laura Ingraham.

Ben Feller
A SS (H l A I l D l•l<.hSS

FOKT IKWIN — President Bush
said Wednesday he knows the nation
is weary of war and wondering if the
U.S. can win.
Still, he said efforts to pull troops
home from Iraq only make the U.S.
more vulnerable to attack from an
enemy that is “pure evil.”
“The enemy does not measure
the conflict in Iraq in terms of
timetables,” Bush said to soldiers
here, a reference to congressional
Democrats’ plans to start phasing in
tioop withdrawals.
“A strategy that encourages this
enemy to wait us out is dangerous
— dangerous for our troops, dangert)us for our security,” Bush said.
“And it's not going to become l,nv.”
While speaking to troops at Fort
Irwin, where more combat units are
preparing to deploy to Iraq, Bush
was trying to keep public pressure
on Democrats. Both the Flouse and
Senate have apprtned war-funding
bills that would establish timelines
for U.S. troops to return home from
the four-year-old conflict.
“ It's a tough war,” Bush said.“The
American people are weary of this
war. They're wondering whether or
not we can succeed. They're horri
fied by the suicide bombing they
see.”
Yet Bush used a horrific tale in
Iraq — one in which terrorists put
children in a car to get through a
checkpoint, then e.xploded the vehi
cle — to describe why he won’t pull
back.
“It makes me realize the nature of

Bush is on a six-day break from
Washington just as he’s in a stalemate
with (xmgress.
The first stop was Fort Irwin,
home of the U.S. Army’s premier
desert training center for combat
units. O eated during the Cxild War
era of tank warfare, the National
Training Center h,is been redesigned
to teach the counterinsurgency
work of detecting homemade
bombs.
Before his speech. Bush stood in a
dusty, rocky field as soldiers
explained how they detect and dis
arm homemade bombs, called
Improvised Explosive Devices. Bush
operated a remote-control robot,
pl.iyfully steering the device straight
into a row of news photographers.
Bush is chiding the House and
Sen.ite for passing war-funding leg
islation they knew he would veto —
because of the withdrawal provisions
— and for taking Easter vacation
with the matter unfinished.
The White House is eager to
show urgency even as Bush takes a
\ acation of his own.
“The president can sign a bill
anyw here, anytime,” said spokesman
(iordon Johndroe.
His schedule calls mostly for quiet
time in ('rawford through the
weekend. He is expected to promote
his immigration policies in Arizona
and return to Washington on
Mond,iv.
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Iran says it is releasing 15 captive British sailors and m arines
Nasser Kariini
\S S 0( IM I I I I'U I ss

irill^ A N , Ir.m — I’rcsuleiit
M.iliiiunid Alimadiiicjad, in a sur}inse Dime that defused esealating
tension in the Midiile liast,
annoiineed the release of 15 eaptive
liiitish sailors
and
inarines
Wednesday in what lie called an
1.aster più to the Ih itish people,
Ihiine Minister lony lUair. who
said the Ihitons had been released,
added that he bore "no ill will"
toward the Ir.ini.in people follow inp
the l,s-d.i\ standoff.
1he breakthroiiph eased tensuins
that h.i\e been iiure.isinp ste.idily,
raising fe.irs of' military eonfliet in
the \(il,Itile region and prompting a
spike in oil priees. It suggested that
Ir.m's hard-line leadership had
decided lehr.in had demonstrated its
strength in the standofb but did not
want to push the crisis too tar.
Despite tlie announcement, how
ever, the crew members had not
arrived at the liritish Embassy as of
p.m local time in Tehran.
Alex Ihnfield, first secretary of
embassy in Tehran, said it’s tiot clear
when they would be handed over or
where they are going to spend the
night. He indicated the British “are
still discussing the Iranian case with
the Iranian Foreign Ministry."
Asked about apparent contradic
tions over Blair saying the crew had
been freed and British Embassy
statements that they h.id not yet
been handed over to British author
ities. a Downing Street spokesman

would only s.iy “the
process is under
way."
Irani.in state tele
vision showed the
14 men .nul one
V
J#:
woman
meeting
with .•Mmiadmejad
outside the presi
t
I
dential palace fol\i
Icwsing
his
k
announcement ,it a
news
conference
th.it the\’ were being
freeti, Ihe crew
members
were
seized while on
patrol m the north
ern IVrsian (liilf on
M.irch 2.T would
lease
Iran
on
riiursday.
At the news conf e r e n c e ,
ASStK IAl l l ) I’RKSS
A h 111 a d i n e j a d
British navy personnel, seized by Iran, stand after their meeting with the Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, not
pinned a medal on
seen, at the presidential palace in Tehran, Iran, Wednesday. Ahmadinejad announced that his government would release the
the chest of the
15 detained British sailors and marines Wednesday as an Easter season gift to the British people.
Iranian coast guard
commander
who
M.irch 30 and the Easter holiday.
families,” Blair said outside his No. security
spokesman,
Ciordon
intercepted the sailors and marines,
“This pardon is a gift to the 10
Downing
St.
otTice. Johndroe.
then m.ide the dramatic announce- British people,” he said.
“Throughout, we have taken a meaBlair thanked British allies in
ment.
The standofT between London sured appro.tch, firm but calm, not
Europe, the U.N. Security Council
“On the occasion of the birthday and Tehran began when the crew negotiating but not confronting, and in the Middle East for their help
of the great prophet (Muhammad) was seized as it searched for smug- either.”
in securing the freedom of the
... and for the occasion of the passing glers otT the Iraqi coast. Britain
Blair added, “To the Iranian peo- Koyal Navy personnel,
of Cdirist, I say the Islamic Kepublic denied Iranian chiims the crew had pie, I would simply say this: We bear
Syria’s information and foreign
government and the Iranian people entered Iranian waters.
you no ill will.”
ministers said Damascus h.id played a
— with all powers and legal right to
“I’m glad th.U our 13 service perPresident Bush, who had con- key role.
put the soldiers on trial — forgave sonnel have been released and I demned the seizure and referred to
“Syria exercised a sort of quiet
those 13,” he said, referring to the know their rele.ise will come as a the captives as “host.iges,” also wel- diplomacy to solve this problem and
Muslim prophet’s birthd.iy on relief not just to them but to their coined the news, said his national
see ('aptives, page 12

m
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‘Groovy’ poet to grace
Cal Poly stage, share
new jams w ith students

Iwww.mustan3daiiy.com

‘A Christmas Story^ director,
son killed in LA car crash
Jeremiah Marquez

Brooke Robertson
MUSTANti DAIIY

Champion slam poet Steve
Connell brings his critically
acclaimed, powerful and energetic
performance to Philips Hall
tonight at 7:30, courtesy of Cal
Poly’s Another Type of Groove
(ATOG).
ATOG will show off some of the
nation’s top poets to Cal Poly,
offering the audience a chance to
share their own poetry on the first
Thursday o f every month.
Connell, the 2003 New World
Series National Poetry
Slam Champion, returns
to Cal Poly after per
forming in a slam dur
ing last year’s Week of
Welcome.
He
has
also
appeared on HBO’s
“Def Poetry Jam,”
S h o w t i m e ’s
“Crossover,” MTV’s
World AIDS Festival
and BET’S “ LyricCafe.”
ATOG
student
coordinator Skylar
Olsen said Connell’s
performances
are
“definitely engag
ing,” inspiring audi
ence feedback.
('onnell has a lot of fans
in C'al Poly’s poet commu
nity, Olsen said.
Students and community
members are invited to
share their poetry before and
during
the
break
in
ConneU’s performance.
The open mic session

attracts everyone from engineering
to English majors, from veteran to
new poets, Olsen said.
“One of the coolest things about
Another Type of Groove is we get
all different kinds of people,” she
said.
Sponsored by the Multicultural
Center, ATOG was founded with
the idea to “create an open space
for dialogue and interchange of
ideas,” according to the program’s
Web site.
While some students share
poems that deal with controversial
issues and may be shocking, others
are more sweet-tem 
pered.
Olsen calls Another
Type of Ciroove a “true
home space” with the
mantra, respect the mic
and respect the poet.
“The audience is very
welcoming,”
she
added.
Approximately 250
people
attended
ATOG’s March
1
show, when Connell’s
artistic partner Sekou
(tha misfit) performed,
said
Multicultural
Programs and Services
Coordinator Renoda
Campbell.
A similar turnout is
expected.
Anyone interested in
sharing their poetry at the
show will need to sign up
before the performance
begins, or. Olsen said, “just
find someone with a clip
board.”
couRi KsYmoio
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LOS ANGELES — Film director
Bob Clark, best known for the
beloved holiday classic “A Christmas
Story,” and his son were killed
Wednesday in a head-on crash with
an alleged drunken driver on Pacific
Coast Highway, the filmmaker’s assis
tant and police said.
Clark, 67, and son Ariel HanrathClark, 22, were killed in the accicfent
in Pacific Palisades, said Lyne Leavy,
C^lark’s personal assistant.
The two men were in an Infiniti
that collided head-on with a GMC
Yukon around 2:3b a.m., said Lt. Paul
Vernon, a police spokesman.
The driver of the other vehicle.
Hector Velazquez-Nava, 24, of Los
Angeles and his passenger, described
as a 29-year-old woman, were taken
to UCLA Medical Center with
minor injuries.
The driver remained hospitalized
and will be booked for investigation
of “gross vehicular manslaughter”
after being treated,Vernon said.
“The initial investigation has con
cluded that Nava was driving with
out a license northbound in the
southbound lanes while under the
influence of an alcoholic beverage,”
Vernon said.
Nava’s passenger was released from
the hospital after receiving treatment.

Scott Schwartz, who played the
character Flick in “A Christmas
Story” and kept in touch with C'lark
over the years, said he was devastated
by the news. He called Cdark one of
the “nicest sweetest guys that you’d
ever want to come in contact with.”
“It’s a tragic day for all of us who
knew and loved Bob Clark,” said
Schwartz. “Bob was a fun-lovin’,
jelly-roll kinda guy who will be sore
ly missed.”
In Clark’s most famous film, all 9year-old Ralphie Parker wants for
Christmas is an official Red Ryder
carbine-action 2(M)-shot range model
air rifle.
His mother, teacher and Santa
Claus all warn: “You’ll shoot your eye
out, kid.”
A school bully named Scut
Farkus, a leg lamp, a freezing flagpole
mishap and some four-letter defiance
helped the movie become a seasonal
fixture with “It’s a Wonderful Life”
and “Miracle on 34th Street.”
Clark specialized in horror movies
and thrillers early in his career,
directing such 1970s flicks as
“Children Shouldn’t Play With Dead
Things,” “Murder by Decree,”
“Breaking Point” and “Black
C'hristmas,” which was remade last
year.
His breakout success came with
1981’s sex farce “Porky’s,” a comingof-age romp that he followed two

years later with “ Porky’s II: The
Next Day.”
In 1983, “A Christmas Story”
marked a career high for C'lark.
Darrin McGavin, Melinda Dillon
and Peter Billingsley starred in the
adaptation of jean Shepard’s child
hood memoir of a boy in the 1940s.
The film was a modest theatrical
success, but critics loved it.
In Cleveland, the executive
director of The C'hristmas Story
House, which was used for several
exterior shots in the film, said C'lark
had been planning to visit the
house in August.
“We were all very excited about
meeting him,” Steve Siedlecki said.
“It’s very sad to think that that will
never happen.”
In 1994, Clark directed a forget
table sequel, “It Runs in the
Family,” featuring C'harles Cirodin,
Mary Steenburgen and Kieran
Culkm in a continuation of
Shepard’s memoirs.
In recent years, C'lark made fam
ily comedies that were savaged by
critics, including “Karate Dog,”
“Baby Geniuses” and its sequel,
“Superbabies: Baby Cieniuses 2.”
Among Clark’s other movies
were Sylvester Stallone and Dolly
Parton’s “ Rhinestone,” Timothy
Hutton’s “Turk 182!”, and Ciene
Hackman and Dan Aykroyd’s
“Loose C'annons.”
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After 30 years, Redford and Newman can still pull of a big ‘Sting’ on screen
Daniel Seguin
MUSIANt: DAILY

The audience quiets down as the
lights dim in the historic Fremont
Theatre. Everyone settles in, eager
for the next installment of the
Fremont Theatre s Screening Room
Classics series film — a 1970s classic
sure to conjure up a few smiles, a few
laughs and a few memories as well
— “The Sting” in its original 35millimeter format.
This is Hollywood in its glory
days, raw and real; a pleasant flash
back to days long gone by, never to
be seen again.
“The Sting” stars Paul Newman
and Robert Redford, and features an

all-star cast of prominent actors. The
film made its 1973 debut premiering
simultaneously in New York and Los
Angeles. The film continued to gar
ner rave reviews worldwide as well as
generate box office gold for the stu
dio.
Current film-making trends, such
as computerized images, green
screen special effects and a digitized
editing process, stand in stark contrast
to the film-making days of yesteryear.The screening choice of 35 mil
limeter leaves the viewing audience
with the impression they are seeing
the film as it was originally meant to
be seen.
The distinctive sound effects are

crisp and clean. Hard-soled shoes
click-clack neatly off hard packed
surfaces, engine motors grumble as
cars sail smoothly over surface streets
and torrential rain plummets down
upon corrugated steel rooftops. The
pops, scratches and glitches of the
voice track are there for the distin
guishing ear to define. A welcome
and refreshing sight to witness comes
from the film’s actors performing
their own stunts, while interacting
with actual props.
Set in the 1930s Depression era of
Chicago, the film is a throwback to
the days of hard-hitting mobsters and
slick-talking con men, tough-talking
dames and gun-toting lawmen.
LX)URTESY PHOLO
Semi-experienced
con
man 1930$ con men Henry GondorfF (Paul Newman) and Johnny Hooker
Johnny Hooker (Redford) botches a (Robert Redford) have a few suprises to deal with at their phoney casino.
simple scam, and ends up fleeing
from crime boss Doyle Lonnegan involving crooked cops, promiscuous so complex, it will surely go down in
(played brilliantly by Robert Shaw). prostitutes and gregarious gangsters, history as the con to rival all others.
What follows are a series of events that nearly cost Hooker his life on They want to pull off the big con.
more than one occasion.
Hooker and (iondorff team up
While
being
pursued
by with a host of other eager players out
V s don’t bother.
Lonnegan and not knowing where for revenge. The list includes such
to turn. Hooker enlists the aid of characters as the “Erie Kid” and “Kid
' kA = eehhh..
longtime con man Henry (¡ondorff Twist” as well as others. They con
(Newman). Together, they hatch a coct the ultimate scam, enabling
= rent it
scheme so brilliant, so detailed, and them to pull off the ultimate score
‘ » v /»
against Lonnegan.
The film twists and turns its w.iy
~ pretty good
‘The Sting”
to a genius climax, where, in the end.
nothing is as it seems, and no one is
,
who they appear to be.
sdamn good!
Not since “Butch C'assidy and the
Sundance Kid” have Redford and
Newman been so on track. The duo
play off each other like yin and yang,
Real Estate Professional
with the backing of an excellent sup
porting cast.
With a great film score, including
î ASSOCI ATE
“The Entertainer” by Scott Joplin,
■ Notar)' Public
the film went on to win several
awards, including the Academy
805 844-9767 MOBILE
805 783-1000 OFFICE
Award for Best Music.
“The Sting” was. is and will always
remain a classic in American filmmaking.
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Y hus a fine A^alking canvas, vvon^you tatt that skin uf^
M D ’s Pop Tart takes an up close and personal look at the evolution o f tattooing

arriors feared them in
Oceania, sailors sport
ed them in 1Sth- cen
tury Europe, and modern anti
establishment iconoclasts idolize
them. So, what could "they” be
e.xactly, and where do you find
“them”? They have been called
many things: from tatau to tr.ish,
body art to body defamation.
Whatever their name, however we
choose to categorize them, tattoos
have infiltrated our mainstream cul
tural defenses and have taken tradi
tional Americana for a loop.
(îone are more conventional pic
tures o f standard blue-collar
American life: mama’s homemade
apple pie, baseball and "Leave it to

W

Beaver.” Today, we have
more palatable canvases
on which to depict these
nostalgic remnants of a
distant past. Today, we
have tattoos.
As
millions
of
Americans flock to local
tattoo parlors all over
the country in search of
this holy grail of body
modification,
getting
inked is on the minds of
many different kinds of
people. So many people
in fact, that I
can’t help but
ask, “Has getting
a tattoo become
more of a cultur
al fad than cultur
al statement?”
These days, it
seems everyone has a tattoo.
Everywhere you look, it’s ink on
skin, ink on skin. At the be.ich,
walking down the street, at the
gym, tattoos; like 1 said,
absolutely everywhere. Some
people have a problem with
this growing phenome
non of artistic e.xpression, my own parents
being two of them.
Some
people
believe tattoos
are destroying
the moral
fabric of
o u r

lives, that they are evil.These people
don’t understand the symbolism of
this ancient art, and luckily, 1 am
here to enlighten,
A tattoo is a commitment. It is a
permanent mark on your skin, an
oath to carry something sacred with
you till the end of your days; perhaps a piece of today you want to
remember tomorrow. It is the birth
of something new.
Tattoos are what
ever the bearer
wants them
to be. They
can symbol
ize rites of
passage,
depict status
or rank, be
symbols of reli
gious and spiri
tual devotion, be
decorations
of
bravery, or even
just a silly mark.
Tattoos can be many
things and
can be
found on all types of
people. Which brings me
to my next point:
To define who the mod
ern tattoo connoisseur is and
to categorize them into groups
would be a gross generaUzation.
Far tot) tiften I’ve heard of the
“hardcore tattoo enthusiast, com
plete with full-body tattoos on all
body surfaces” people, the “ I did it

in college” people, the “ I’m a cool into boxes or placed in categories,
soccer mom because I have a tat- we all belong to the same collective
too” crowd, the “bikers,” the “rock- group and no matter what we do to
ers,” and I’m sick of it.
escape it, we are all already different.
Maybe people should just stop and all universally the same; tattoo
judging others by the colors they or no tattoo, so why do they matter?
have in their skin and the
ink they wear on their
_________________________________
sleeves. People are gonna do
A le xa n d ra B e z d itía n is a
what they’re gonna do.
Perhaps it’s time to let go of
Jo im u rlis tti setüor a n d M u sta n g D a ih y’s
these juvenile stereotypes
p o p adture critic. Please e -ttta il a n y
and see everyone as one
com rrm ns o r s ig g cstirtis to
unit, because in the end we
m is ta rg d a il)'s p o tli^ it@ g m a il.c m i
are all just people. We’re all
human, and no matter what
we do to escape being put
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To take or not to take ... a break
T

hey call it “spring quar
ter” because it springs
up on you so fast.
Last week was much-needed to
recover from the academic ordeal
of winter quarter. Some of us are
still recovering (others are recov
ering from spring break itself). In
any case, 1 wouldn’t have com
plained if break had lasted just a
smidgen longer.
All of a sudden we’re back in
the swing of things, and we’re
expected to pick up the pace and
dive in again with gusto. We must
study hard and work quickly, not
just to stay on top, but to keep up
with our own aspirations.
At the risk of sounding blas
phemous to our sacred work
ethic: sometimes, isn’t it best to
just take a break?
If we’re talking about your
average chronically-afflicted
workaholic, yes. (If only we could
learn a thing or two about siesta
from Europe.)
But what if we’re talk
ing about a relationship?
—
What does it mean to
“take a break”?
1 give
credit
to
“Friends” (sitcom royalty
of sorts) for popularizing
the expression. For those
of you who grew up in
caves and under rocks, the
episode is appropriately _ _
blatantly titled “The One
Where Koss & Rachel
Take a Break” (season three).
In brief boy and girl fight. Boy
thinks they’re “on a break” and
gets with someone else. Girl gets
mad, slightly vindictive; boy is in
big trouble. Boy’s and girl’s rela
tionship is now on the rocks.
While “ Friends” certainly has
its instructive benefits, it only
begins to touch upon the impli
cations that the concept of “tak
ing a break” raises. (Disclaimer: I
wouldn’t rely on “Friends” for
answers to all relationship ques
tions; after all, there are only 10
seasons.)

The desire to take a break from
a relationship can result from a
number of different situations:
Sometimes the propulsion
toward a break has volatile beginnings. After long enough, a heated
ongoing fight about a serious
issue, or incessant arguing about
trivialities, can come to a head
and erupt. Before long you begin
to forget what it was like when
you actually got along.
In contrast, it can also come
from the abyss of boredom. It’s
the same old thing, the same dinner-and-a-movie routine every
weekend, the same unenthusiastic
peck before you part. You get
along just fine, with no significant
spats — but “just fine” is the
problem.
Another reason — one that
seems particularly relevant to a
college-aged group — is the
desire to “see what else is out
there.” You feel you’re too young,
you haven’t experienced enough

the break; some want a trial sepa
ration sans communication. Some
set a specific duration for the
break; some deem it in place until
further notice.
Ultimately, it is up to the indi
viduals in question to decide the
terms of the “break”; but remem
ber, it was a lack of clarification
that got Ross and Rachel in trou
ble!
Certainly, for some
relationships, taking a
break can be the
healthy thing to do. If
there’s a question
about whether or not
to continue the rela
tionship, sometimes it
is being away from a
significant other that
can help a person
make the decision to
stay.
Time away frmii each other in
some form (and not necessarily a
break) can strengthen a bond. You
will think about how much you
care for your partner when you
find yourself wanting to share your
thoughts and experiences with
him or her, or to find out what he
or she is thinking at that moment.
Absence can make the heart
grow fonder ... or it can make the
heart go wander. For some rela
tionships, the desire itself to take a
break can be a red fiag.

Absence can make the
heart grow fonder ... or
it can make the heart
go wander.
of the dating scene, and you
haven’t gotten any definitive signs
that this person is “the one.”
It all comes down to a state of
partial dissatisfaction — partial
because “taking a break” implies a
desire for return and a wish to
keep some thread o f connection
intact. “Taking a break” is tempo
rary; “breaking up” resonates with
more permanence.
But there are divided opinions
as to what taking a break means.
Some allow for seeing other peo
ple; some retain exclusivity. Some
allow continued contact during

constant fighting won’t magically
resolve disputes. The underlying
disagreements between the two of
you won’t always disappear after
time has passed; it may just come
down to a personality conflict and
incompatibility.
• Taking a break because o f
mediocrity and stalemate might
help to rekindle the spark and
attraction that existed at the begin
ning; but if monotony has overtak
en comfortable companionship, the
relationship may not provide either
person with anything but boredom.
• Taking a break because o f
curiosity in “other fish in the sea”
begs the question:“If I really want
ed to be with this person, why
would 1 want to take a break?”
A friend’s parents have an inter
esting story to tell: after dating for
awhile, he wanted to take a break
and “date around.”
She said that was perfectly fine
with her. “But I won’t be waiting
for you when you get back.”
Sometimes you do really just
need to take a bmak.
And sometimes you only think
you do.
He thought about it ... and
stayed. They have been married for
over 20 years.

Sarah C arhonel is an E nglish and
psychology ju n io r and M ustang D a ily
• Taking a break because o f dating colum nist.

Poly campus and the neighbonng com 
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and are thankful fo r yo ur careful reading.
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MySpace doesn’t conquer voter apathy
Dan Burroughs
iN D l I'l N D l N l F'IORIDA A l I IC .M O K (U . llO R ID A )

T h e th o u gh t o f m ak in g
You’d think someone would’ve figured it out
by now. MySpaee is "a place for friends.” That
means meeting people halfway around the
world who share your interests. It means meet
ing people in your town for a random hookup.
It can even mean making yourself feel less of a
loser by having the most friends on your list.
What it doesn't mean i^ connecting with
your future presidential candidates. 1 don't
know whose bright idea it was to make 11illary
edinton, John McCdiin and others MySpace
profiles, but they missed one important point:
Politics will never be cool.
1 he thought of making Mitt Komney look
“hip” and “up with the times” by giving him a
spot on MySpace is about as sad as it is laugh
able.
What’s funnier is knowing the reasoning
behind politicians having silly MySpace profiles
in the first place. Politicians have been trying to
court the lH-to-25 age group forever — not
because we have political views they wish to
connect with, but because they’re racking their
brains figuring out how to get us to the polls.
It’s ridiculous that our politicians need to

M itt R o m n e y lo o k “ h ip ”
and “ up w ith the times
is about as sad as it is
laughable.
venture onto what has become the lamest and
sleaziest friend-finding site on the Internet. Yet,
it retlei ts worse upon u s.
Stuff like this proves that we're the most
politically jaded generation this country has
ever seen. Any politician’s attempt to appeal to
us on such a low level should be taken not as an
invite but an insult.
Instead, we choose not to care. We choose not
to care about the people who get voted into
office, and we choose not to care about the laws
those people pass once they get there. For many
of us, our understanding of how this country
runs and w'ho runs it is more shallow than the
single wrinkle in Paris Hilton’s brain. And that’s
pretty damn shallow.

For God’s sake, this generation thinks “The
Daily Show” and “The C'olbert Keport” are
actual news broadcasts.
I wonder what it would take to finally get
our attention? M.iybe Barack Obama should
dress up as a banana and sing “Peanut Butter
Jelly fiiiie.” Or maybe we should just have
Britney Spears run for office and call it a day.
After all, w'e give that fool more of our atten
tion than we do the people who can actually
help or hurt us.
M.iybe I'm just cynical, but the only way to
make people our age pay attention to politics is
to put either their lives or w'allets in danger.
Perhaps our country should start another a war,
institute another draft and make us fight.
And it's not that we don’t see what’s going
till. We criticize or applaud the actions of our
government all the time. But no amount of
praise or complaining will make anyone take us
seriously. You h.ave to vote.
Ciampaigning on MySpace and similar out
lets won’t change anything. But you really can’t
blame politicians for trying. For your own
good, don’t make it so difficult for your leaders
to get your attention. Eventually they’ll stop
trying, and then we will be screwed.
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N ew sex education, policies needed
William Harman
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Sex. Except for nuybe drugs, it’s
the one thing religious conserwitives hate more than anything else.
I. ike drug policies, competent poli
cies on se.x and the results of sex are
becoming increasingly important in
modern societv'.
Oeating a system of regulation is
impossible, and if it were possible, it
would have a worse effect than our
current drug policy.The unalterable
reason regulation for sex is impossi
ble is the same as the reason w’hy
our drug policies are ineffective.
People always have had and
always will have a desire to have sex.
This desire is innate to the func
tioning of the human brain, and no
government policy will change
that. The universality of this is
apparent in the fact every society
and culture in the world has people
trying to have sex as much as possi
ble, regardless of how taboo it is to
do so.
People are going to want to have
sex at young ages, and it is the
responsibility of the elders in societ\- to ensure this is done safely.
With the re.ilization that no mat
ter what is done or preached, peo
ple are going to h.ive sex comes the
beginning of formulating responsi
ble and rational sex-related policies.
According
to
the
National
longitudinal Survey of (diildren
and Youth, 12 percent of boys and
13 percent of girls have li.ul sexual
intercourse by the age of 14 or 15.
For this reason, it is imperative
every type of safe sox is taught to

students in seventh or eighth grade.
This includes teaching the usage
and effectiveness of condoms, contraceptiw pills, spermicidal jelly,
female condoms, cervical caps,
intrauterine devices, among others.
In addition, it is necessary to
teach about sexually transmitted
diseases as w’ell as what types of sex
they can be transmitted. For exam
ple, HIV is much more likely to be
transmitted via anal sex than other
types of sex, like oral or vaginal,
because there is a greater chance of
blood transfer. This is why it is
much more prevalent among g.iy
, communities in America.
The epidemic in Africa exists
because of the large C'atholic popu
lations and the fact the C?atholic
Cduirch does not apprtive of contra
ceptives. I doubt it approves of anal
sex either, but like I said, people are
going to h.ive sex no matter what. If
the church would change its policy,
many innocent lives could be saved.
Another problem with irrational
and illogical abstinence-only sex
education is it leads to high rates of
teen pregnancy. According to The
Washington I’ost, “Teen pregnancy
rates in (Texas) remain above the
national average, and Lubbock
(founts- consistently has one of the
highest rates in the state.”
Quite fortunately, because of the
landmark case and great victory for
personal choice known as Ifoe vs.
Wade, abortion is legal in the
United States. When a girl becomes
pregnant at a young age. it ruins her
and her fetus’s chances for having
successful lives as well as ruining the
chances of her yuv friend — if he

sticks around. It almost ensures the
entire family will have less educa
tion and thus be poorer.
A rational policy would reduce
the number of people in lowincome brackets by allowing peo
ple to gain more knowledge and
education before having children.
In addition, by increasing their
income bracket in this w.iy, the
United States would have fewer
people on welfare. Everyone wins.
There are i> billion people m the
world, which leads to famine, dis
ease and poverty, as well as acceler
ating the rate of environmental
damage. For these reasons, any and
all pregnancies that cannot be
taken care of properly should be
aborted. Thanks to advances in sci
ence and biochemistry, women no
longer have to go to the clinic to
got an abortion if other birth-con
trol methods fail. All that is neces
sary is for them to take the
Morning .After Bill.
When making rational sex-edu
cation policies, or any policy for
that matter, it is important to not
allow self-righteous moralists to
control policy. Moralists tend to
make their decisions based on nar
row views about what they believe
petiple should do, not what they
are actually going to do. Not
everyone can be born into their
ideal of middle-class, white and
Cdiristian families with Ixitli par
ents.
Rational, logical and successful
policies are based not on some
vague moral reasons without
empirical evidence, but on what is
better for people as a wlude.
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Ahmadinejad said London had
sent a letter to the Iranian Foreign
Ministry pledging that entering
continued from page 6
Iranian waters "will not happen
cncouragf dialogue botwoc'n the
again.”
two parties,” Foreign Minister
The British Foreign Office
Walk! al-Moall ein said.
responded: “We haven't gone into
After Aliinadinejads news eonterdetail of w hat was in the note. But
enee, state television showed him
we hav'e said all along we made our
meeting with the British erew, who
position cle'ar (about being in Iraqi
were dressed in business suits, out
waters).”
side the presidential palace. He
The crew would be handed over
shook hands and chatted with them
to British diplomats in Tehran and
thi\>ugh a translator, and a caption to
that it w'ould then be up to the
the video said the meeting was tak
Foreign Office to decide how' they
ing place as part of the “process of
would return home, said an Iranian
release."
official in London who spoke on
“We appreciate it. Your people
condition of anonymity because of
have been really kind to us. and we
the sensitivity of the negotiations.
appreciate it very much,” one ot the
They will leave Tehran early
crew could be heard telling
Thursday and arrive at Heathrow
Ahmadinejad in English.
around 11 a.m. (S a.m. EDT), said
Another said: "We are grateful for
Robin Air, father of Royal Marine
UHir forgiveness.”
Ckipt. Cdiris Air. Families will be
Ahmadinejad responded in Farsi,
reunited with the crew later in the
day at a military base, he said.
"You are welcome.”
.Ahmadinejad said Iran w'ill never
accept trespassing in its territorial
waters.
“On behalf of the great Iranian
people, 1 want to thank the Iranian
coast guard wlui courageously
defended and captured those who
violated their territorial waters,” he
said in awarding a medal to the
service
^
In a rc h i« ^
ctiast guard commander.
Daily Service
“We are stirry that British troops
remain in Iraq and their sailors are
to LAX, San Pedro & Long Beach Harbor
being
arrested
in
Iran.”
S o u th b o u n d D e p a rtu re s
Ahmadinejad said.
L o c a tio n s
R oute 1
R ou te 3
Ahmadinejad asked Blair not to
AM
C a l P o ly
7 :A 5 A M
“punish” the crew for confessing
SLO
5 :0 0 A M
S :0 0 A M
that they had been in Iranian waters
P is m o O u tle ts
5 :1 5 A M
B :1 5 A M
when they were seized. Iran broad
SIVI A i r p o r t
5:<45 A M
8 :4 5 A M
cast video of some of them giving
B u e llto n
6 :1 5 A M
0 :1 5 A M
confessions, angering Britain.
1 0 :0 0 A M
S a n t a Bartxara
7 :0 0 A M
He also criticized Britain for
LAX
0 :3 0 A M
1 2 :3 0 P M
deploying Turney in the (iulL
S a n Podro
1 :3 0 P M
“ How can you justiR seeing a
Lo iif] B o a c l i
1 :45 P M
mother .may from her home, her
N o rth b o u n d D e p a rtu re s
children? Why don't they respect
L o c a tio n s
R ou te 2
R oute 4
family values in the West?” he asked.
L o n p B eacti
1 1 :0 0 A M
.Ahmadinejad's announcenient
S a n Podro
1 1 :3 0 A M
came
after Iran's official Islamic
LAX
1 2 :1 5 P M
2 :4 5 PM
Republic News Agency reported
S an ta B arba ra
2 :3 0 P M
5 :3 0 PM
that an Iranian envoy would be
B u e llto n
3 :1 5 P M
6 :1 5 P M
allowed to meet five Iranians
S M A irp o rt
4 :0 0 P M
7 :0 0 P M
P is m o O u tle ts
4 :3 0 P M
7 :3 0 P M
detained by U.S. forces in northern
SLO
4 :4 5 P M
7 :4 5 P M
Iraq. Another Iranian diplomat, sep
Cal P o ly
5 :0 0 P M
8 :0 0 PM
arately seized two months ago by
uniformed gunmen in Ir.iq, w.is
Rates as toyv a s $ 4 9 from S LO to L A X !
Motorcoaches are etiuipped svith restrooms, luxury seating, satellite I V S XM radio
released and returned Tuesday to
Reservations: See your local travel agent or book online at
Tehran.
w w w .c o a s tfly e r.c o m • 805*>545>8400
169 A U.S. military spokesman in

Captives

Among the crew at the palace
was sailor Faye Turney, the sole
woman among the captives, wearing
a blue jacket and tloral-patterned
blue and white headscarf
Iranian TV said the British cap
tives had watched Ahmadinejad’s
news conference live and were
ecstatic when a translator told them
what the president had said.
British 1)efense Secretary I )es
Browne said they had acted with
dignity during their captivity.
“It is vital that we get them back
home quickly and safely so they can
be reunited with their families and
loved ones — that is our priority
now,” he said.
Recent days saw talk of direct
negotiations between Britain and
Iran, and a decrease in tensions that
had risen after Iran broadcast videos
in which Turney and the others
“confessed” to violating Iranian ter
ritorial waters, and Britain e.xpressed
outraue.

Baghdad said, however, that
American authorities were still con
sidering
the
request.
The
spokesman, M.ij. Cíen. William CL
CLildwell, said an international Red
Ooss team, including .in Iranian,
had visited the prisoners but he did
not s.iy when.
Iran has denied it seized the
Britons to force the release of
Iranians held in Iraq, and Britain has
steadfastly insisted it would not
negotiate.
Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar
Zebari told The Associated Bress
that the case of the five Iranians
detained in Irbil. the capital of the
Kurdish self-governing region in
northern Iraq, had no connection
with the British captives.
Zebari, a Kurd, said his govern
ment had been rekiying Iranian
requests for a meeting with the five
detainees, but could not confirm the
request had been approved.
In a commentary. IRNA said the
movement on the Iranian prisoner
issue was due in part to “the new
■American political and military
appointments in Iraq.”
The agency was referring to Cíen.
1).ivid Betraeus. who took command
of U.S. forces in February, and Ryan
CTocker, who began work as the
new U.S. ambassador to Iraq in
March.
U.S. troops detained the Iranians
on Jan. 1I, accusing them of links to
an Iranian Revolutionary Ciuard
network that was supplying money
and weapons to insurgents in Iraq.
Secretary of State Ciondoleezza
Rice said Bush had approved the
strategs' of raiding Iranian targets in
Iraq as part of efforts to confront
Tehran.
Iraqi Kurds, like the country's
Shiites, maintain close ties with
Shiite-dominated Iran, despite their
warm relationship with the U.S. —
and have been upset over the arrests.
Iran denounced the raid and
insisted the five were diplomats w ho
were engaged exclusively in con
sular wairk. The Iraqi government
said they were arresteil at .m office
that was supposed to become an
Iranian consulate.
The British newspaper The
Independent reptirted this week that
the Irbil raid had escalated tensions
between the U.S. and Iran and m.iy
have set the stage for the seizure of
the British crew.
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Officials at
Columbia,
U S C ,U T
owned stock
in preferred
lenders
Mark Johnson

ASSOl l A l l I ) IMUiSS

ALBANY, N.Y. — Attorney
(ieneral Andrew (Tiomo’s office is
investigating stock grants from stu
dent loan companies to financial aid
officers at three major universities as
part of a widening investigation into
the $8.S billion student loan industry.
(Tiomo's office on Wednesday sent
a subpoena to (Tolumbia Universirx'
and sent letters to the University of
Southern
CLilifornia and the
Universitv ofTe.xas seeking informa
tion about financial aid officers iswnership of stock in a loan company that
appears on each school's list of pre
ferred lenders.
Securities
and
Exchange
Ciommission records for Education
Lending (iroup Inc. show officials at
the three schools in September 20(l3
owned at least 1,5(M) shares each of
the company. Education Lending
Group’s subsidiary. Student Loan
.Xpress, is listed as a preferred lender at
each s c I k h s I.
The records show D.ivid Ciharlow,
the associate dean of student affairs at
Ciolumbia University, owned 7,.S(KI
shares of Education Lending (iroup’s
stock and owned 2..SIMI stock war
rants at the time of the stock prospec
tus. C'.uonui's office said Ciharlow sold
the 7..30(1 shares for about SO..30 each
and in 200.3 sold more of the securi
ties for a total profit of more than
S100,0( KI.

Robert I lornsby, a sptikesman for
Ciolumbia, said the school placed
Cdiarlow on leave, started an investi
gation and notified the attorney gen
eral’s office w hen they learned of his
stock ownership following wide
spread attention generated by
CTiomo's pmbe.
CColumbia is Rwiewing C?uomo's
^commendations for student loan
disclosure and supports a ctxle of
conduct for colleges proposed by the
atu>rney general, he s.iid.
The SE(? records show (iatherine
Thomas of USC? and Lawrence Burt
of Texas each ow ned l,.3(M» shares in
the company.
Burt denied any financial arrange
ment between either himself or UT
and the company and said his previ
ous ow nership of the shares had no
connection to Student Loan Xpress's
position on UT's preferred lender list.
Burt sold the stock in 2(M(3, he said.
Based on the stock's price of S‘L3(l
per share at the time of the sale, Burt
made a little more than SI4,0(KI.
“They are on our lender list for the
same reason the other B) are on the
list, they pmvide the best package of
benefits to students,” he said.
Burt said the school does not steer
students to any particular lender and
that Student Loan Xpress accounts
for only 4 percent of UT's student
loan volume.
Student Loan Xpress is now
owned by New Jersey-based C'dT
(imup Inc., one of the lenders under
investigation by New York Attorney
Cieneral Andrew CTiomo.
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At no extra
cost to the
university,
Cal Poly
students
can now
board the
route 4
SLO Transit
bus two
hours later
than before.
PAIRICK

IRAUTFIFI.I)
\U 'S IA \(,

D.MIV

Bus
contitiueflfrom pnge I

C;.il l\)ly subsidizes student riders’
fee every year, a figure whicli Maki
estimates to he in tlie $30(1,(100
range. The money, which allows stu
dents to ride with a OolyCkird, is
raised through various sources
including parking tickets issued on
campus. I )espite the e.xtensions, Ckil
I’oly will not he required to con
tribute additional funds.
“This change is important for stu
dents because many classes at (kil
holy don’t end until after the bus
routes have ended. Students will
finally have much-needed trans
portation after their evening classes,
which will improve safety and the
owr.ill transit situation in the cit\’.’’
M.iki s.iid 111 ,1 press rele.ise expl.nn
111; till- need tor the exteiisuuis.
I .

■ i! ^1"

I l i ' i ’ ;!

;-.e-

route 4 in addition to routes (>A and
6H. Maki said the funding for the
e.xtension will come via a county
grant. The extended hours for the 4,
6A and i>B routes should begin this
fall, although no plans h.ive been
finalized.
"These extensions (route 4 and .3)
are just steps toward a bigger exten
sion, which F)A and B will com
plete,” Maki said.
Routes 4, 5, fiA and i>B are the
most popular among ('al Poly stu
dents with all three buses running
through campus. With stops close to
campus as well as downtown and the
areas surrounding Los Osos Valley
Road, the advantages for (kil Poly
students are obvious.
Maki also believes the exteiisitms
will benefit the comimmits as well.
"The tociis !Of the I'xtensioii'.; h.is
b:-er: ( ,il P.'i\ ruden-.. but u will

This three day seminar will he(p you nav#
pertaining our origins, our dcsbny & the world ai

jh a host of information
nd us

W
ITHSP
EC
IA
LG
UEST DRTHOMASKiNDElL
Dr Kindeil is the founder and president of Reasons for
Faith Ministries, Inc For over twenty-eight years he has
been engaged in trave.ing, teaching and lectunng on the
scientific case for creation

ill

He has also successfully debated the scientific case for
creation against notable evolutionists on high school and
coliege campuses, radio, and television

Or Kindetl's creation/science seminar has beer
repeatedly acclaimed as one of the very best in tne nation and has beer
onlhusiasticaiiy endorsed by Dr Duane T Gish. Senior Vice President Ementus
of the institute for Creation Research check. http://kindell.nwcrealen net

FRIDAY: [the Giano Location ■The Old Pach«co|
7pm
- f A Cnt que Of The Argumenls For Evolution

SATURDAY:

fThe Grind Locition ■Trw Oid Pichico)
3 :3 0 -S :3 0 p m
•♦■Design In The Universe Big Bang O r Divine Creation?
+ Is There A Monkey in Your Family Tree?

6 :3 0 p m > S a t pm service
■f Design In Nature; A Study On The Birds
4-The Great Dinosaur Deception Exposed

SUNDAY: (Hawtnom« Eiementaryl

8 :3 0 A 1 0 :3 0 a m -S u n am services
4-Can The Bible Explain The Origin Of The Races'?
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Pro Day
i ontinued from page 16
cd a 4 .3 2 -N ca in d 40 ,iiul 41..S-iiu'h
vertical leap M a iv h (> — b o th the top
m arks at the San Jose State I’ro Day.

"Mv plan was. 1 wasn't going to do
all the drills and stiitl today,” Brown
said. "My plan was to do 1)B stiiH if
somebody wanted to eome work me
out. Last week 1 had a little setback
w ith my hamstring.”
Aceording
to
NLl I )raftSeont.eoni, " The most
impressive overall workout of the
early I’ro I )ay sessions iiiiciuestionably
belongs to ('al I’cdy ('B (auirtney
Brown."
FS Kenny Chicoine
Although Cdiieoine's 4o time
.Marc h 2() was not immediately avail
able. Ckil I’oly deteiisive coordinator
I’ayam Saadat said Wednesd.iy that
C'hieoine's 4d time w.is in the 4.7seeond range.
“As a free safety, I’d like to run
fister,” (diK'oine said. "I’m not a
world-class sprinter. Mv splits were
decent. That’s good. It’s more my later.il nunem ent.”
C'^hieoine’s three-eone time w.is fi.S
seconds, an improvement from his
mark of seven seconds at San Jose
St.ite.
(diieoine leads Ckil I’oly in career
interceptions (20). Me said he would
consider pl.iying in the (d I , but not
beyond that.
“Tin young and my legs are fresh,
so whatever way my path strays Tin
ready for that if it goes Ckin.ida or
something like that,” he said."I'll stop
at (kinada. There’s no Arena League or
air thing else. Tve got to get my career
going one day. It's good to get out
here and keep the dream alive. We’ll

see w hat happens.”
Shotwell pointed to C'!hicoine’s
produc tion as an indicator of why he
deserves to play professionally.
"You don't get 20 interceptions
w ithout being a good football pl.iyer,”
Shotwell said. "You can’t do it. 1 don’t
care how fast he ran. You can’t mea
sure his game speed, which is unfor
tunate.”
The first NFC' scout, though, said
workout marks are not the determin
ing factor in who gets drafted and
w ho doesn’t.
“It’s not really determined all the
time by what you do out here,” he
said. "It’s what you do in September
and October when the games ,ire
played and they s.iy ‘hike.’”
C'al I’oly has had standouts in the
CM T preciously, foremost among
them running back Antonio Warren,
who led the Cd T in rushing touch
downs (1,^) and was fourth in all-pur
pose yards (2,17‘>) with the B(' l ions
in 2(105.
DL Chris White
White’s 40 time March 20 was
widely gauged between 4.SO and 5.01
seconds, whicb is solid for defensive
linemen.
"1 did better than w hen we were in
San Jose, so I’m happy,” White said.“l
know Tve done better, but they were
still happy w ith what 1 did. my overall
pertormance. Not ,is fast as I wanted,
but still fast for 2S5 (pounds). It was a
good day tod.iy.”
White, w ho played nose tackle last
season, said he has gained roughly 25
pounds since the end of the season so
he could "be a tweener between a
three-technic]ue (tackle) or defensive
end” and that he would play any
where on the defensive line.
“I did well enough for them to

Grand Opening
Exclusive Dealer

'O e S ( f o r h lm )

Yanuk •
Fortun®.
William
Morphine
French Comteettbn
Modern Amusement
iHale Bob
^
E u p h o r la ^ ;^ *

Pirouette %
A.Kurtz
and more...
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Jeans > Fashion > Shoes - Accessories
1020 Court Street • COURT STREET CENTER
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consider me either one, so Tm right
where 1 want to be right now,” White
said.
Often fac ing double teams. White
li.id 30 tackles .is a senior, including 16
solo, 10.5 for loss and five sacks. He
W.IS the lone Mustang named to the
2006 American Football C'oaches
Association I-AA All-America Team.

The champ is here!

W R/CB Anthony Randolph
Kandolph said he "wasn’t too
h.ippy” with his 4.67 time March 26
in the 40, but it’s not bad for a pl.iyer
with a 6-4. 228-poiind frame.
The only wide receiver at the
combine to match that size who ran a
40 (4.4) was Georgia lech’s Ckilvin
Johnson, likely to be a top-five pick.
In fact, there were only five receivers
and no corners at the combine who
measured in at 6-4 to begin with.
Kandolph pl.iyed both positions
throughout his collegiate career, fin
ishing with 7S receptions for OSO
yards and 10 touchdowns. I le also had
23 tackles and eight pass deflections .is
a senior.
"It lets them know that I’m more
versatile,” Kandolph said of his pl.iy
ing both w.iys in college. "If I do go
JENNIFER HALL MICSTANC. DAILY
into the NFL or GFL or Arena, they’ll
see that I’m an .iggressive, hard-hitting
Civil engineering junior Kirk Torossian holds up his winning
receiver, so it definitely helps. It lets
bracket Tuesday alter taking the free Mustang Daily Pick ’Em
contest for the NCAA Tournament.
them know that I h.ive more skills
Torossian won a $50 gift certificate to Firestone Grill. He picked
than just catc hing the ball.”
the entire Final Four and championship correctly to score 167 of
If Kandolph opts to pl.iy in the
a possible 192 points and beat out 35 other entrants.
Arena Football League, he would not
Second place went to Danny Scarbrough, who scored 151 points.
be the fust Ckil I’oly alum to do so.
Scweral e.\-Mustangs have pl.iyed
In his sophomore and junior sea before the 40-yard dashes began.
prominent roles in the AFL, including
A former soccer pl.iyer, he began
current San Jose SaberGats two-way sons, M.iyfield pl.iyed in all 24 games
with
12
starts
on
the
O-line.
the
2006 se.ison .is kicker only before
lineman Dan Loney and former
taking over punting duties after
Arizona Kattlers receiver/return spe
SS/CB
Randy
Samuel
incumbent starting punter Tim
cialist 1).irrell Jones.
Samuel, a sprinter on the men’s Cdiicoine suflered a quad injury.
track
and field team, was clocked in
In 2(M)6, C'oroniel.is was 12 for 18
OT Joshua Mayfield
M.iyfield did not run the 40 on the 4 0 in the 4.5-second range March on field goals, 25 for 27 on e.xtra
points and booted eight touchbacks.
March 26. but participated in the 26 .
The .5-10, 175-pound Samuel had I’unting-wise, he .iveraged 41..5 yards
weightroom session, which was closed
28
tackles, three interceptions and si.\ per kick with a long of 70 and landed
to the media.
The 6-2 M.iyfield had a pl.iying pass deflections and received All- 17 inside the opponent’s 20-yard line.
weight of 240 pounds at c|uick (left) Great West Football Cainference sec
lulitors \otc: 'niis stor)’ originally ran
tackle this past se.ison, in wliich he ond-team honors .is a senior.
on
the .Mustang Daily lieh site .ManIt 26
started all I 1 games and helped lead
K /P Nick Coromelas
(luring .spring break. It has been revised to
an ortensive line that allowed only 11
C'oromelas
punted
for
scouts
ifuorporate more recent hiflmnation.
sacks.

Defending national champ Robinson
Pepperdine routs Poly
men’s tennis team, 6-1
Young forced a tight first game
in his match to No. 18 Bassatn
Beidas of Pepperdine, but fell by a
score of 7-6, 6-2.
Nick Berger was the lone win
ner
for the Mustangs when he
SI*OkIS IMOK.MAMON kH A >kIS
cruised to a 6-1, 6-2 win over
■MALIBU — The Cial I’oly men’s ■Mahmoud Kamel of the Waves.
Ckil I’tily will host Hawaii at 2
tennis team was defeated by
defending national champion p.ni. tod.iy.
Pepperdine 6-1 Wednesd.iy at
Track and Field
Kalph-Straus Tennis Cienter.
Junior Phillip Keid posted a
The W;ives won for the 54th
consecutive time on their home NGAA West Regional qualifN’ing
courts as the Mustangs’ record fell mark and the fourth-best time in
Ckil Poly history at the Stanford
to 7-1 1 on the season.
Gal I’oly recorded one singles Invitational this past Saturd.iy in the
victory and was swept in doubles 5,(KM)-meter run. Keid posted a
time of 14 minutes, 1.58 seconds.
pl.iy.
For his accomplishment, Kied
“ Matt (Baca) and Darryn
was
named the Big West Male Track
(Young) were tight in their match
es and the team had a lot of chances Athlete of the Week on Wednesday.
Eight Mustangs will be traveling
in doubles point, so w'ith that, we
are improving as a team and look to the Texas Relays this week with
ing to hit our stride as we get ready Keid, Evan Anderson, Mike Perez
for the conference championships,” and Chris Frazeur competing in
Cal I’oly first-year head coach the distance relay Saturday. On
Justin McGrath said.
Frid.iy, Sharon D.iy will compete in
Baca lost to No. 23 Andre the high jump, Jenna Homes in the
Begemann m the tiebreaker, 7-5,4- pole vault, Julie Dufresne in the
6 (10-6), in a near-upset.
discus and Aris Borjas in the javelin.

Elsewhere, Cal Poly track
and field junior Phillip Reid
named Big West Conference
Athlete o f the Week.

continuedfrom page 16
hundreds of players to the NFL and
other leagues, and the ni.ijority of
them were clutching college
degrees when they left.
“ We will be forever grateful for
the more than 2(MI young men he
developed at Cirambling who
starred in the NFL and those who
later coached the next generation
of NFL phiyers,” NFL commission
er Roger Goodell said. “ Fie alw.iys
focused on coaching his pkiyers to
be better men as well as better
football pkiyers.”
Pkiying at Grambling became a
goal of young black men as
Robinson’s fame grew.
“Everybody wanted to play at
Grambling,” Jackson State coach
Kick ('oniegy said. “He’d done
such a fantastic job. Fie was on
national TV, you know, and that w.is
the first time I’d ever seen a black
college football team on TV grow
ing up.”
Robinson’s career spanned 11
presidents, several wars and the civil
rights movement. Though his
teams struggled duriirg his final
years, his overall record of excel
lence is what will be remembered;
408-165-15.
Until John Gagliardi of St.
John's, Minn., topped the victory
mark four years ago, Robinson was
the winningest coach in all of col
lege football.
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Crossword

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0222
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ACROSS

34 Characters in a 59 Running
frat house?
rampant
35 Author who
Kind of nut
inspired a
Cause of a food
Baltimore team's
safety warning
nickname
___ Park
36 Stuns
George
Strait's
37 Setting of many
“All
M
y
___
Live
a Stephen King
in Texas"
novel
64 Packed
39 Bathe
40 Results of
hole
DOWN
oogenesis
41 Freeman’s
1 1960 John
opposite
Wayne saga,
virith The"
42 Having a bottom
43 Reactions to
Make a brief call
poetry?
By Itself
47 Check-box
Stories often
option
have them
48 “H u h ...?!"
Promgoers
52 Like 20-, 25Some nngs
and 43-Across?
Scrubbed
56 Stock at
Anachronism.
hardware stores
and garden
eg
shops
Losers to the
57 Spigot holder
Rangers for the
1994 Stanley
58 Stack, in a way
Cup
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
10 Sound stage
shout
QDQQ aa O Q Q QQQB
Draw (in)
Heart

1

Secretarial
jottings Abbr
6 Lee with an
Oscar
9 It s held in a
hold
14 “The Rain in
Spam"
composer
15 Pal of Eeyore
16
_______ the
17 Stage part
18 Cooperation
roadblock
19 Provocative
military move,
bnefly
20 Quest for a
stereotypical
Jewish mother?
23 A tiny bit
24 Prefix with -dde
25 What the dry
cleaner might
say after losing
a garment?
31 Recesses

□QQQ

uQüüüi y a u a

□BBD

□□□□□

□□□□

□ C lB B O B B U B U B B a
□□□a

□□□□BD

BQQBBB

□□□□

BQB

□BBB
BDBBQ □□□
□BÜBBBaBBaBDBBa
□BD □□□□□
BBBB
□ B B UQBB U aU BBB
□BBDQB
ÜBBQ
BDBQBBBQBBBBQ
Q BBB O aO BB □□□□
DBBD □□□□□ □□□□
□U Ü B B B B Ü Ü OBÜÜ

TT
w
23

5T

32
5è
40
43

5T
55“
62
P im t« by IMh« Nothn«o«1

31 Sea o f ___
between Russia
and Ukraine
32 Tar, maybe
33 Duke it out
37 I980's attorney
general

41 Apparently does 50 They can be
42 Not going
anywhere

44 Sign
45 Wealthy TV
family

Home of Bruce
38 It might mean “I 46 Chinese tea
Peninsula Natl.
have to go out!” 49 Wear for a
Park
39
Was shamed
moment
Suffix with Capn
Spint
Spruce (up)
Org with many
captains
28 Word with black
or fire
Knitted
Lack

spiked
51 Like some
coincidences
52 Solution
53 “Thirtysome
thing" actor
54 Call the shots
55 Heart
56 “Pow'"

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 20 a minute, or. with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years. 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and irx>re than 2.000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year).
Share tips nytimes com/puzzlefooim. Crosswords for young
solvers nytimes com/leaming/xwords

when you watch them play. Not
only were they better than every
one, they wanted it more. If some
one wasn’t playing well, someone
was there to pick him up.
The Ciators epitomize what
sports are all about: teamwork,
winning, and love of the game.
The one thing that was ques
tionable was just how good Oden
is going to be, but after Monday
night all the haters were turned
into believers. If an NBA team was
drafting to make senior citizens feel
like they can still play at a high
level, then Oden would be the
pick.
Oden showed every NBA team
that not only can he can play at a
high level (he schooled two lottery
picks), but also that he can make an
immediate impact defensively. He
finally had a game where you were
yelling at the TV for him to keep
getting the ball.
Every time he touched it down
low, the Buckeyes scored. But like

most college teams, they lived and
died by the 3-pointer, and in Ohio
State’s case, it was the latter. They
blew it by not getting the ball to
him more.
I would love to watch Oden
come back and dominate college
basketball for one more year, but
let’s be honest — he’s gone.
He would be out of his mind to
turn down the No. 1 pick in the
draft, and the enormous shoe deal
he is bound to score.
That would be like ESPN.com
offering me a four-year, $12 mil
lion deal to write “Johnny in the
Box’’ on their site. Then Dell
would sign me to an eight-year,
$80 million contract just to use its
computers when I wrote my col
umn.
I mean, school’s fun and all, but
it looks like the grass is a little
greener on the other side. And I’m
talking lOO-dolIar bill green.
Oden, it was fun watching you
play in college, but its time to go
play with people your own age.
Except I forgot that everyone your
age is retired.
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Cet in<depth
pre-game analysis:
Game Day Podcast
on mustangdaily.net
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

S TU D E N T NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
(SNAP) WORKER
Temporary, Part-Time Position
Open Until Filled
$ 1 1 .4 0 - $12.80/H r. WORK
SCH ED ULE: 8 :3 0 p.m. - 2 :3 0 a.m .
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. SNAP staff act
as first responders to general
noise complaints throughout the
City and resolves the incident.
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS:
M U S T BE: enrolled at Cal Poly or
Cuesta and carrying a class load
of 9 units or more; have an overall
GPA of 2 .0 at the time of
application: be at least 18 years
old: free of misdemeanor or felony
convictions (Misdemeanor
citations may be excepted on a
case-by-case basis): able to
communicate in an enforcement
setting, understand oral and
written instructions and possess a
valid CA class “C ” driver’s license.
Apply at www.slocity.org
City of San Luis Obispo,
9 9 0 Palm Street,
San Luis Obispo, CA 9 3 4 0 1
(8 0 5 ) 7 8 1 -7 2 5 0

LIFEGAURD — AVILA BEACH
Port San Luis Harbor District is
seeking high school grads with
current First Aid & CPR/Title 22 able to swim 50 meters in 10 min.
or less, for part-time/temp.
positions. For more info &
for applications - Visit
www.portsanluis.com or
2 9 5 0 Avila Beach Dr., Avila Beach Deadline 4 / 1 2 / 0 7 .

Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $100-$200/shift.
International Bartender School will
be back in SLO one week only.
Day/Eve. classes. Job placement.

1-8(MK859-4109
www.bartendusa.la
L.A. Area Sum m er Camps
wvrw.daycampjobs.com/slo

FUN — SUM M ER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

Sumnier Camp Counselor
California resident summer
camp seeks counselors.

Over 40 Openings:
Sports, Skateboarding,
Wakeboarding, Dance, Horseback
Riding, Waverunners, RopesCourse Instructors, Lifeguards
and MORE! 6 0 -f Activities!
No Experience Necessary!
Will Train!
Call Now! (8 0 0 ) 82 1 -2 8 0 1

Marketing Representative
We need a full-time marketing
representative in San Luis for one
of California's leading suppliers of
office systems, equipment and
software. Learn to analyze
customer needs and present
viable solutions. Sales ability and
excellant communication skills
required. Competitive salary,
commission, health benefits and
car allowance provided. E-mail
resumes to gberkefeld@ultrex.net

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENTAL HOUSING

Research Candidates

SKYDIVE TAFT

Room Available for Winter/Spring

Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. 8 0 5 -5 4 9 -7 5 7 0

10 0 % ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record

Master Bdrm with 2 walk-in
closets. BR, sho v«r, W /D included.
Chill roommates, very clean. Stay
for summer possible. $8 00 OBO
Please call; (9 4 9 ) 51 0 -1 8 8 6

Like working with children? Then
tutor at local elementary schools,
info at SCS office in UU 217 or
scsyouthprograms@gmail.com
SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Must be great with children, fun
and committed to teach at the
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande
(8 0 5 ) 4 8 1 -6 3 9 9
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$3,300 — 13.600 (88 8 )7 8 4 C A M P
www.workatcamp.com/slo
SLO County Parks now hiring
Lifeguard I $ 9 .2 6 -$ 1 1 .2 6 & Head
Lifeguard II $ 1 1 .0 3-$13 .41 /ho ur
Apply at www.slocountyparks.org

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Yoga at the SLO Vets Hall Mondays
& Wednesdays Beg: 5:15PM ,
Cont: 6:30PM Students $5,
Info: 77 2-3 56 0

Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(6 6 1 ) 76 5-5867
SC S Raise the Respect
presents:

Invisible Children Benefit Concert
Tuesday, April 10th,
UU Plaza 11-12 pm
Featuring Boycott Bravado and
Quality Fridge Buzz
Help the children of Northern
Uganda and enjoy the concert!
SH O U T O U TS free every Thursday

HOMES FOR SALE
Free List of all Houses and
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email
steve@slohomes.com

For Salel Kentucky @ Stafford,
4 bed 2 bath & a studio on a
large corner lot within minutes
of Cal Poly! $ 7 4 9 ,0 0 0 .
Contact: (8 0 5 ) 3 4 5 - 0 7 6 8

(picture available online)

RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts.
Now Renting for 2 0 0 7 -2 0 0 8
Walk (min) to Cal Poly
Nice, Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 54 4-3952

1 bdrm AVAILABLE NOW
30 ft. from campus on Grand Ave.
Call Jared (8 0 5 ) 2 1 8 -1 7 2 3

1

Summer Sublease $800
bdrm /lbath apartment, balcony,
parking, no pets, 10 min to Poly
Call Jackie (8 0 5 ) 8 2 1 -6 2 5 3

FOR SALE
2 year old local Candy/Gum
Vending business. 22 machines.
Easy to service. $2,000/Yr income.
$4,000/B 0. Jim 831-224-4827
Want to place an ad? 75 6-1143

LOST AND FOUND
LOST 1GB USB flash drive
w/Senior Project! (5 1 0 ) 38 6 -8 3 7 1
LOST Samsung phone SG H -T629
Contact Andre: (6 2 6 ) 24 1 -0 5 2 3
LOST brown, leather trifold wallet
in business bldg. (8 3 1 ) 3 2 5 -1 5 6 2
LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with
heart. Please call 7 0 5 -6 0 9 0
REWARD for lost gold bracelet with
heart and “Frances” engraved
Please call: (8 0 5 ) 4 6 4 -1 0 0 0
FOUND BMX Bike, Call with
description (8 5 8 ) 44 2 -6 0 0 4
Lost and Found ads are FREE

Sports

Sports Editor: Tristan Aird
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Shotw ell runs 4 .5 4 0 , leads
pack o f 8 M ustangs at Pro D ay
NFL scouts were impressed with
Kyle Shotwell’s performance
despite his hamstring injury.
Tristan Aird
» à t * Xj

SPOKTS tn iT O K

he big question regarding
Kyle Shotwell s NFL Draft
stock was finally answered
March 26 when ('al Poly’s graduating
senior linebacker
ran a 4( )-yard
dash in the 4.5second range.
And he did it
by overcoming a
nagging ham
string injury in
front of NFL
scouts from at
least four N FC'
teams and anoth Kyle Shotwell
er fmm the AFC'
at C'al Poly’s Pro Day at Alex G.
Spanos Stadium.
“I came out here today really just
hoping that I’d be able to run a 40,”
Shotwell said. “I came out here and
warmed up, it felt pretty good, so I
gave it a go. I’m satisfied with my 40.
I’m prettv s.itisfied with ever\thing
else.”
Shotwell said scouts clocked him at
everywhere from 4.52 to 4.62 secoikIs in the 40, but that the ni.ijority
of times were either 4.55 or 4.56. Pro
D.iys are crucial for players such as
Shotwell, — tine of five Mustangs
who ran the 4(t on March 26 — w ht)
are tr\ing to build up their stock for
the NFL Draft, which runs fmm
April 2H to 20.
C'ine scout fmm an AFC', team
politely declined an interview, but
two fixiiii NFC' teams said they were
impressed with Shotwell’s pertbrmance.
“He ran well tocLiy for us,” one of
the NFC', scouts said.’Mknow he’s had
a tight hamstring, so he only ran one
(40), but everybtxly’s times w\*re all
(in) the same ama, sti he did run well
tiHlay.”
A scout from another NFC' team
spoke fondly not only of Shotwell’s
workout, but also of his prxxiuction
during a four-year career that includ
ed 392 tackles and a Buck Buchanan
Award as the top defensive player in
Division I-AA this past season.
“I thought he did a gmat job,” the
scout s;ud. “I thought the whole
squad did a really goixl job. They pre-
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BRFNNAN ANGEL t il l- m m o

C'al Poly senior linebacker Kyle Shotwell (left) makes one o f his
eight tackles against Savannah State senior tailback Chad Cone in
the Mustangs* 55-0 win Nov. 18, 2006 at Alex G. Spanos Stadium .
pared. Kyle did some workouts. He’s
athletic. He’s ready to pl.iy in the
NFL. You look at Jordan Beck and
the (Mustangs’) track record, you
have to be impressed with the num
bers (Shotwell) put up and how he
competed at the E.ist-West Shrine
Ciame.”
The E,ist-West Shrine Ciame was
where Shotwell made seven tackle's
(five solo) and earned the Pat Tillman
Awanl for shirwing character and
work ethic during the week of prac
tice leading up to the game.
Beck, a middle linebacker, and
Cihris Ciocong, a defensive end, won
consecutive Buchanan Awards at C'-al
Poly in 2(K)4 and 2(K)5. They both
excelled at the Shrine Ciame and
were then chosen in the third mund
of the ensuing drafts. Beck by the
Atlanta Falcons and Ciocong by the
Philadelphia Eagles.

“The thing is,” the first NFCi scout
s.iid, “they''re pl.iying for some good
coaches here in (he.id coach Rich)
Ellerson and guys are being coached
well. Those guys, Ciocong and Beck,
wea* dominant football players at this
level. That's why they got the oppor
tunity at the next level and had the
opportunity to make it.”
Unlike Beck and Ciixong befoa*
him, Shotwell was not invited to
February’s annual NFL Scouting
C'.ombine in Indianapolis. Shotvsell’s
40 time, though, compaa's favorably
with those who did gir to the com
bine this year.
O f the 27 linebackers who ran the
40 in Indianapolis, only five ran times
faster than Shotwell did March 26,
according to marks listed at
FFLiveWia'.com.
Although the 6-foot-1 Shotwell’s
playing weight during this past season

hovered around 235 pounds, he said
he could be anywhere from 215 to
240 pounds depending on wherever
an NFL team might want him to play.
“I’ll play anywhere,” Shotwell said.
“If they want me to play special teams
and be the field-goal holder, I’ll do
that. It really doesn’t matter. Whatever
they want me to be, 1 could do that.
I’m going to have to make my mark
on special teams, and I’m prepared to
do that. I have a big heart, a big will.
I’m going to go out there and try and
make every block, every tackle.That’s
something that I think I can bring
that a lot of guys can’t, is the wantto.”
Shotwell was interviewed by both
the Baltimore Ravens and C'arolina
Panthers during the Shrine week and
got an extended look after the Pro
IXiy’s conclusion from an NFC' scout.
“There’s been a lot of good inter
est,” Shotwell said. “It’s encouraging.
Hopefully today some of the num
bers 1 put up might raise a couple
eyebrows and we’ll see what hap
pens.”
Shotwell said the only stressful
aspect of preparing for the Pro I )ay
W.1S “just the unknown,” but that he
arrived at a solid mental state a cou
ple days beforehand and felt more
comfortable.
“Everyone knows I can play on the
field and now they want to see, ‘is he
just a product of a system or is he a
really good athlete?”’ Shotwell said.“I
think I was able to come out here and
show tixLiy that I’m a gixxl foirtball
pkiyer, but I’m also a gixxl athlete. No
matter what you put me in. I’m going
to go out there and be able to per
form. I think I W . 1S able to demon
strate my athletic ability tod.iy, which
was big.”
Hen* are updates on some of C'.al
Poly’s other senior pro prospects:
CB Courtney Brown
Brown opted not to run through
drills March 26 for three reasons —
he was coming off a minor hamstring
injury suffered in the week prior, had
just turned in an electrifying perfor
mance at San Jose State’s Pro 1)ay on
March 6 and was still preparing for an
individual workout at Hawaii’s Pro
Day, where he ran through position
drills at the Home Depot C'enter in
C'arson on March 29.
The 6-2, 205-pound Brown postsee Pro Day, page 14

Grambling œ ad i, dvil rights pioneer Robinson dies at 88
Eddie Robinson’s 57-year
career waa. monumental on
the gridiron and in changing
the landscipe of football.
t

Mary Foster
a s s ih : ia t e i ) p r e s s

To his very last day, Eddie
Robinson was always battling some
thing.
There was the institutional racism
that surrounded him, the piddling
football budget he and his coaching
staff subsisted on at predominantly
black Grambling State and, ulti-

mately, the Alzheimer’s disease that
took his life at age 88.
“He’d been fighting that battle
for a long time,” said former
Grambling quarterback and Super
Bowl MVP Doug Williams. “It was
one of the many he fought in his
lifetime.”
Robinson died Tuesday night, not
long after being admitted to Lincoln
General Hospital in Ruston, La.,
Williams said.
He
was
diagnosed
with
Alzheimer’s disease shortly after he
retired in 1997 and had been in and
out of a nursing home during the

*mustan3dailysports@3mail.com

past year.
And so ended the life of a beloved
football coach who put a small
school
in
remote
northern
Louisiana on the map and turned it
into a virtual farm team for the NFL
during a career that spanned 57
years.
Robinson built a football power
house with a worldwide reputation,
all the while struggling to get past
years of segregation and discrimina
tion against blacks.
His success at Grambling no
doubt made him the first easily rec
ognizable black coach in any sport.

“Today we mourn the loss of a
great Louisianan and a true
American hero,” Louisiana Gov.
Kathleen Blanco said. “Coach Eddie
Robinson became the most success
ful college coach of all time and one
of the greatest civil rights pioneers
in our history. ... Coach Robinson
elevated a small town program to
national prominence and tore down
barriers to achieve an equal playing
field for athletes of all races.”
Robinson won 408 games, the
most ever for any coach at the time
of his retirement in 1997. He sent
see Robinson, page 14
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Gators chomp
Buckeyes;
Oden to
chomp NBA^
John MiddlekaufT
SPECIAL TO THE MUSTANli DAILY

Many say it’s sweeter the sec
ond time around.
I would say that many people in
Ciainesville, Fla., would h.ive to
agree.
We all learned two things in
Monday night’s national champi
onship game. First, Florida is the
most dominant college basketball
team this country has seen since
Duke repeated, and (ireg Oden
looks like he could be a grandpa.
C^n a more serious note, Oden put
on a performance that showed
everyone he isn’t all hype.
The University of Florida has
to be loving life right now. It is
the two-time defending national
champion in basketball, holds the
BCS championship trophy in
football and has smoking hot
cheerleaders. The Ciators have
owned that school known as “The
Ohio State University” in both
championship games this year.
1 couldn’t be happier that a
team that I don’t have any affilia
tion with won. This team repre
sents everything that is good
about college sports. If you are a
college basketball fan, you could
n’t help but love this team. This
team hopefully can show all
young basketball players it’s not
always about getting paid.
First, all five starters returned
after winning the championship
in 2006, something about as com
mon as Angelina Jolie actually
having her own child. Over the
last several years, there has been a
simple formula for championship
teams. It goes: you have good
freshmen and/or sophomores that
dominate the tournam ent and
then bolt for the NBA.
Not Florida.
This team decided it wanted to
do something special, something
as a team. Players such as Joakim
Noah, A1 Horford and Corey
Brewer all turned down millions
to return because they actually
enjoyed school (maybe my gener
ation does have hope).
These guys couldn’t have
played harder or with more
enthusiasm. It just jum ps out
see Johnny, page 15

